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1 Introduction

App markets such as Google Play and Amazon AppStore play an important role in today’s mobile ecosystem, through which the majority of mobile apps are published, updated, and distributed to users. On the flip side, the markets have also become a convenient channel to spread malware. Even worse, most attackers prefer to use the channel due to the fact that when an app is published in a well-known app market, it “lends credibility” to the app. Additionally, mobile devices are often pre-configured to allow apps to be installed from only app markets by default [50]. Hence, automated market-scale malware detection is necessary by all major commercial app markets today [18].

In the past decade, machine learning (ML) techniques have been widely explored for malware detections, since they do not rely on specific rules so that they are considered more automated and robust. There exist a plethora of ML-based techniques in the literature, from simple fingerprint-based antivirus checking [50], static code inspection [7], to sophisticated dynamic behavior analysis [42]. Unfortunately, we have not yet seen any report on the effectiveness of such solutions when they are applied at a market scale.

In this paper, we present our experiences on building and deploying an ML-powered solution. Together with a major Android app market, i.e., Tencent App Market or T-Market for short, we are able to obtain full access to the large-scale ground-truth data of apps (both published and rejected) and their corresponding labels. By comprehensively analyzing the data and existing ML-based malware detection solutions, we show that the key challenges lie in multiple aspects: feature selection, feature engineering, app analysis speed, developer engagement, and ML model evolution over time.

More importantly, we note that failure in any of the above aspects would lead to the “wooden barrel effect” [40] (and thus vain endeavors). For example, feature selection affects not only the detection accuracy but also the time it takes to analyze an app (both of which have stringent requirements on a market-scale solution). Further, feature engineering determines the detection robustness and the difficulty of model evolution. Additionally, both detection accuracy and speed impact developers’ engagement in app submissions, which is crucial to the prosperity of a commercial app market.

1https://sj.qq.com/myapp/
In order to build a desirable ML-powered malware detection system at market scales, we choose to focus on a lightweight and scalable feature extraction design: API-centric dynamic analysis, which monitors Android API invocations at an app’s runtime to achieve high analysis speed. Given that Android SDK APIs provide almost all functions for a typical app, they remain the de facto feature choice in nearly all previous studies [2, 31, 33, 39]. Indeed, our study shows that in many cases, using more complex features does not bring a noticeably higher detection accuracy [1, 42, 46].

Next, we take a principled, data-driven approach for the concrete selection of (API) features, noticing that the current Android SDK provides >50,000 APIs. The rationale is threefold. First, the number of selected APIs has unnegligible impact on the dynamic analysis time (up to 50× difference). Second, compared to monitoring all 50K APIs, strategically monitoring a smaller number of APIs yields a better detection accuracy, possibly due to the reduced likelihood of over-fitting. Third, APIs identified from different sources complement each other; judiciously combining them helps considerably improve the detection accuracy. Based on the above considerations, we select a total number of 426 key APIs as ML features, and employ the lightweight random forest ML algorithm (among a variety of ML algorithms), which provides the best detection accuracy (96.8% precision and 93.7% recall) in our large-scale dataset from T-Market.

To further improve the detection accuracy, we take an adversary’s perspective to identify hidden features. The limitation of purely relying on Android APIs for malware detection is that, to achieve the functionality of certain APIs, an attacker can bypass the API invocations and use other mechanisms such as Java reflection and intents (Android’s IPC mechanism). From our dataset, we observe both mechanisms have been employed by malicious apps to hide their certain features. To account for this, we also capture the requested permissions and the used intents in dynamic analysis. The captured “indirect” features are then combined with the API invocation features to obtain a more complete picture of an app’s runtime behavior. After applying this enhancement, the detection precision and recall are further improved to 98.6% and 96.7% over our dataset.

Having derived the desired features, we shift our focus to improving the runtime performance of app analysis. We architect the app emulation system to efficiently run on powerful x86 servers (§5.1). To boost the runtime performance, we run the native x86 port of Android OS [21] and translate apps’ native code from ARM to x86 (using the state-of-the-art dynamic binary translation framework developed by Intel [22]). Compared to the full-system binary translation of ARM-based Android OS and apps (using Google’s QEMU-based Android emulator), we can achieve 70% reduction of app execution time. The system also becomes more reliable through app crash detection and emulator fallback.

False positives and negatives are generally inevitable for ML-based systems. In APICHECKER, false positive apps (as complained by developers) and false negative apps (as reported by end users) are both manually analyzed but in different manners. We choose to actively avoid the former (on a daily basis), as it significantly increases the burden of manual intervention to address developers’ complaints. Usually, ~90% of the flagged malicious apps are updated apps that can be quickly vetted based on their previous versions, so the totally required manual inspection is practically affordable. In contrast, we can hardly avoid the latter and thus only conduct manual analysis upon user reports. Fortunately, we observe that the existence of a small number of false negative apps in fact has little effect on the regular operation of T-Market. Manual inspection shows that 87% of the sampled false negative apps barely use the key APIs we select to monitor, and thus have fairly simple functionalities without posing a great security threat to end users.

We embodied all above efforts into a real-world system called APICHECKER, and it has been operational at T-Market since Mar. 2018. Running on a single commodity server, it can vet ~10K newly submitted apps every day. APICHECKER takes 1.3 minutes on average to scan a submitted app, which is generally acceptable to the developers (considering that the typical per-app scan time is ~5 minutes in Google Play [26]). The overall achieved precision and recall have been above 98% and 96% since its first deployment, owing to our automatically updating the ML model with new apps and novel Android SDK APIs (if any) on a monthly basis (§5.3). As the model evolves, the number of selected key APIs only slightly fluctuates between 425 and 432.

Overall, this study showcases several key design decisions we make towards implementing, deploying, and operating a production market-scale mobile malware detection system. To our knowledge, this is the first study at such a large-scale. At a high level, our experiences indicate that machine learning, despite being a powerful building block for mobile security, should be strategically applied by considering multiple dimensions of accuracy, performance, generalizability, long-term robustness, and deployability. Because of these considerations, for example, we make a judicious decision of not using deep learning for APICHECKER but random forest, which achieves a comparable classification accuracy while owning other advantages of minor training time, lightweight operations, and good interpretability. We also demonstrate a systematic approach for feature construction, a procedure that is perhaps more important than the ML model selection itself in the context of automated security analysis.

Dataset and tool release. The list of our selected 426 key framework APIs is available at https://apichecker.github.io/. We will also release our analysis logs, as well as our implemented efficient emulator, to the research community once we get approvals from T-Market.
Ethical consideration. All analysis tasks in this study comply with the agreement established between T-Market and the developers who publish their apps to T-Market. To protect developers’ privacy, when referring to individual apps as examples or case studies, we anonymize their names.

2 Background and Motivation

In this section, we first introduce the basics of Android app development for a better understanding of mobile malware detection. Then, we describe the malware defense mechanisms employed by T-Market and other app markets, as well as the associated challenges.

Android app development basics. Android is an open-source operating system based on the Linux kernel and ARM architecture. An Android app is usually written in Java, compiled into Dex (Dalvik Executable) bytecode, and then compressed and deployed as an Android Package (APK) archive. Specifically, an APK file contains the configuration file, the compiled code, and some other files. In particular, the configuration file AndroidManifest.xml stores the metadata (e.g., package name, permissions requested, Android components declaration and dependencies), and the compiled code classes.dex contains the information of API usage. An app runs in its own Dalvik or ART (Android Runtime) virtual machine instance, and the virtual machine instance runs as a Linux process with a unique UNIX user ID and some group IDs corresponding to the permissions, so that the access for an app to system resources is strictly limited. An app must request permissions to sensitive user data and certain system features in the Android configuration file (AndroidManifest.xml). Such a security model in Android ensures that each app is running in a sandbox.

For Android app development, rich APIs are provided by the Android framework (which contains the entire feature set of the Android OS) to enable an app’s interactions with other apps and with the system. In order to ensure the integrity of an app, the app needs to request permissions in its configuration file for sensitive user data and certain system features. Only when these permissions are granted by the system (and sometimes even the users) can the corresponding code (and APIs) be executed. In addition, inter-process communications (IPCs) in Android are implemented by a mechanism called Binder, which are employed to perform remote procedure calls (RPCs) from one Java process to another; this mechanism also enables framework APIs to interact with Android system services. A developer just needs to pass a message-like object, such as an Intent, to fulfill an IPC through certain APIs. Through the above mechanisms, most functions of the Android system are exposed to developers. On the flip side, although an app runs in a sandbox, the richness of APIs has been exploited by attackers to develop malicious apps, which pose a persistent threat to the Android ecosystem.

Current market-level defense mechanisms and challenges. In today’s app markets, malicious apps use various means (e.g., repackaging and update attack) to disguise themselves as benign [25], induce users to download and install from the app markets, and thus conduct malicious behaviors that are difficult to detect. To combat such threats, Google launched its proprietary “Bouncer” system [26] in 2012 to scan apps uploaded to Google Play, reducing the number of malicious apps on the platform by 40%. However, due to the existence of a great many third-party app markets without such malware detection, malicious apps still managed to spread.

In order to deeply and practically explore the issue, in this paper we collaborate with T-Market, a third-party app market that has released over 6M apps since its launch in 2012, with over 30M APKs being downloaded by 20M users every day. To protect its users, T-Market reviews both new and updated apps submitted from developers on a daily basis. To accurately determine the malice of hosted apps, T-Market introduced in 2014 a sophisticated app review process mainly consisting of 1) fingerprint-based antivirus checking, 2) expert-informed API inspection, and 3) user-report-driven manual inspection. First, antivirus checking inspects apps against virus fingerprints [50] from antivirus service companies including Symantec, Kaspersky, Norton, McAfee, etc., and those collected by T-Market itself. Second, API inspection identifies malicious apps by monitoring the invocations of a group of selected APIs in the app code. These APIs are selected by security experts based on their experiences, where the intuition is that certain invocation patterns (combinations and orders) of these APIs imply potential security threats [1]. Third, after these two steps, there are still false positives and false negatives. T-Market currently relies on developers to report false positives, and end users to report false negatives. For these reported cases, manual inspection is then performed to determine the malice.

In this detection process, the fingerprint-based antivirus checking can only detect known malware samples. Thus, the most critical defense task, detecting zero-day malware, mainly relies on the API inspection and manual inspection steps [20]. As manual inspection is slow (it may take a couple of days to analyze an app), T-Market is highly interested in improving the API inspection step and achieving a comparable performance as the “Bouncer” system. In particular, it wishes to know whether today’s popular ML techniques are capable of achieving the target, which are commonly expected to be more automated and robust since they do not rely on specific rules (coming from security experts).

3 Related Work

For Android app development, rich APIs are provided by the Android framework to enable an app’s interactions with other apps and with the system. This section reviews prior API-based malware detection solutions using ML techniques,
### Table 1. Representative Android malware researches that detect malicious apps by studying a selected set of potentially useful framework APIs. “--” means unknown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>API Selection Strategy</th>
<th>Related Work</th>
<th>Analysis Method</th>
<th>Analysis Time per App</th>
<th># APIs Used</th>
<th># Apps Studied</th>
<th>Precision, Recall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistical Correlations</td>
<td>Sharma et al. [35]</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1,600</td>
<td>91.2%, 97.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DroidAPIMiner [1]</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>25 sec</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>90%, 82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restrictive Permissions</td>
<td>Stowaway [15]</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1,259</td>
<td>964</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DroidMat [43]</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1,738</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>96.7%, 87.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yang et al. [46]</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>1080 sec</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>92.8%, 84.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DroidCat [9]</td>
<td>semi-dynamic</td>
<td>354 sec</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>~34K</td>
<td>97.5%, 97.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IntelliDroid [42]</td>
<td>static + dynamic</td>
<td>138.4 sec</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>2,326</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Droid–Sec [49]</td>
<td>static + dynamic</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DroidDolphin [44]</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>1020 sec</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>64K</td>
<td>90%, 82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>DREBIN [6]</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>10 sec</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>~128K</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APIChecker</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>78 sec</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>~500K</td>
<td>98.6%, 96.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in terms of both static and dynamic approaches of gathering an app’s API usage information. We also compare existing solutions with our work from different perspectives.

**Static analysis.** The static API usage information can be directly extracted from an app’s APK. After that, machine learning or rule-based methods can be applied to determine the malice of apps. For instance, Sharma et al. [35] extract from 1,600 apps 35 APIs that are correlated with the malice of apps, and combine Naive Bayesian and kNN classifiers to achieve 91.2% precision and 97.5% recall for malware detection. Other representative work includes DroidAPIMiner [1], Stowaway [15], DroidMat [43], Droid–Sec [49], RiskRanker [20], and DREBIN [6].

DroidAPIMiner [1] extracts critical APIs according to their usage frequencies, and compares the performance of four machine learning classifiers where kNN achieves the best performance with 99% accuracy and 2.2% false positive rate. In terms of analysis speed, it requires 25 seconds on average to classify an APK file. Stowaway [15] is an automated static analysis tool that extracts from 964 apps 1,259 APIs with restrictive permission, based on which a “permission map” is built for apps’ over-privilege detection. The same strategy is also adopted by DroidMat [43] to determine the malice of 1,738 apps. DroidMat [43] employs the k-means algorithm to enhance the malware classification model (kNN).

RiskRanker [20] performs a two-order risk analysis to assess 118K apps (taking around 41 seconds per app), and eventually reports 3,281 risky apps by identifying certain rules of seemingly innocent API uses that may well be indicators of malware. Further, Droid–Sec [49] proposes an ML-based method that utilizes 64 sensitive APIs extracted from static analysis and 18 behaviors from dynamic analysis of 250 Android apps for malware detection. It also presents a comparison between the deep learning model and other five classic machine learning models, and achieves the highest accuracy of 96.0% using the deep belief network.

Adopting a hybrid strategy, DREBIN [6] gathers numerous features from 129K apps, including permission-restricted APIs, suspicious APIs (that may relate to sensitive operations), requested permissions, network addresses, and so on. It then takes 10 seconds on average to collect features on a real device, and identifies certain patterns of input features with the support vector machines (SVM) classifier. DREBIN does not report the gathered APIs or the detection accuracy.

**Dynamic analysis.** Owing to its immunity to code obfuscation and dynamic code loading, dynamic analysis can provide a deeper and more complete view of apps’ behaviors. For instance, Yang et al. [46] develop a dynamic app behavior inspection platform by examining the run-time use of 19 APIs that are restricted by three special types of permissions with regard to obtaining device/system information, accessing the network, and charging from the user’s account; they examine each app for around 18 minutes and use a SVM model to achieve 92.8% precision and 84.9% recall. There exist a wide range of similar dynamic analysis systems in the literature, such as DroidDolphin [44], IntelliDroid [42], TaintDroid [14], and DroidCat [9].

DroidDolphin [44] builds a dynamic analysis framework based on big data analysis and the SVM machine learning algorithm by checking the use of 25 APIs and 13 types of sensitive operations of an app in around 17 minutes, and achieves 90% precision and 82% recall. IntelliDroid [42] extracts from 2,326 apps specific API call paths and sensitive event-chains with respect to 228 “targeted” APIs that may facilitate sensitive operations identified by TaintDroid [14]. Based on the extracted information, it detects malware through dynamic analysis in an average of 138.4 seconds per app. Moreover, DroidCat [9] leverages 122 behavioral features (including manually picked APIs, inter-component communication, and
potentially risky sources/sinks) together with a random forest classification model, achieving as high as 97.5% precision and 97.3% recall. For each app, the average time consumption for feature computation and testing is 354 seconds. Unfortunately, it is unable to deal with the case of dynamic code loading, thus substantially degrading its generality.

Given that dynamic analysis often requires considerable time, some studies employ methods to reduce the detection time, such as only inspecting the ~370 Linux system calls underlying the 50K APIs to cut the time cost [38]. These methods are typically quite ad-hoc, and oftentimes sacrifice the detection accuracy due to the loss of APIs’ expressiveness of apps’ semantics.

Comparison with our work. Despite adopting a similar API-centric analysis approach, our work differs from existing studies in several aspects: First, the scale of our measurement study (in terms of the number of studied apps) is much larger. Second, we bring innovations to API selection, and identify hidden features to further boost the accuracy. Third, we optimize the dynamic execution (emulation) infrastructure to significantly reduce the app analysis time and meanwhile guarantee the runtime reliability. Fourth, we manage to commercially deploy our system and timely update the ML model. In a nutshell, our work provides the first practical and comprehensive solution to ML-based malware detection at market scales with commercial deployment results reported.

4 Collaborative Study

In this section, we take a principled big-data-driven approach to study the ML-powered malware detection, using a ground-truth dataset (§4.1) of ~500K apps from T-Market. Moreover, we build an API-centric dynamic analysis engine (§4.2) to hook API invocations at an app’s runtime and examine different classification models. After that, we report the basic study results in §4.3, which effectively guide us on the feature selection (§4.4) and feature engineering (§4.5).

4.1 App Dataset

Our dataset contains 501,971 new and updated apps submitted to T-Market in 10 months (from March to December 2017). Note that ~85% of the apps in our dataset are updated apps initially submitted to T-Market as early as in 2014. Moreover, APKs with the same package name but different MD5 hash codes are taken as different apps. In particular, T-Market provides a malice label (Malicious or Benign) for each app by a rather sophisticated and effective app review process, as introduced in §2. These labels are obtained with at least four state-of-the-art fingerprint-based antivirus checking2, empirical API inspection, and manual examination triggered by developers and users’ feedback. Consequently, despite containing a trivial portion of falsely-labeled apps, our dataset is generally able to provide credible, unbiased ground truth. In total, there are 463,273 benign apps and 38,698 malicious apps in the dataset; the malicious apps are not released to users but quarantined in T-Market’s database.

4.2 Dynamic Analysis Engine

In order to intercept and log the run-time invocations of framework APIs, we construct a dynamic analysis engine based on Google’s official Android emulator [5], as well as the Xposed hooking framework [32] which can intercept a target API before it is actually invoked. Meanwhile, we explore each app using the Monkey UI exerciser [4] that can generate UI event streams at both application and system levels. In addition, we apply nine mainstream machine learning algorithms as listed in Table 2. They include Naive Bayes (NB), CART decision tree, logistic regression (LR), k-nearest neighbor (kNN), support vector machine (SVM), gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT), artificial neural network (ANN), deep neural network (DNN), and random forest (RF). We select them because they have been utilized in existing studies and systems [1, 6, 9, 35, 43, 44, 46, 49]. We apply them to the collected logs to derive an appropriate classification model for determining the malice of apps. Here a key design decision is to use provably mature program analysis (i.e., a well-received tool chain for app behavior analysis, with respect to app emulation [5], API hooking [37], and UI testing [3]) and machine learning techniques as our building blocks, since our engine will be part of the commercial system, and it is supposed to accommodate all apps hosted by the app market.

App emulation environment. We deploy Google’s Android emulators on a cluster of (16) commodity x86 servers (HP ProLiant DL-380 running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS 64-bit), each of which is equipped with a 5x4-core Xeon CPU @ 2.50 GHz and 256-GB DDR memory. On each server, we run 16 emulators on 16 cores concurrently and the remaining 4 cores are used for task scheduling, status monitoring, and information logging. Then, the ~500K apps are parallely run on the emulators with the Android debug bridge (adb) tool. Specifically, for each app, we sequentially execute adb commands to automatically install the app, run the Monkey UI exerciser, record the running logs, uninstall the app, and clear up the residual data. We measure the overall emulation time of an app using only the execution time of Monkey. Moreover, using Xposed we can not only intercept the invocations of target APIs (and record their names and parameters), but also implement the callback interface to perform additional operations (e.g., hooking a certain Activity, and tampering with the return values to bypass user login or simulate a real device’s behaviors), to facilitate the emulation.

During the emulation, we notice that some malicious apps attempt to recognize whether they are running on emulators so

---

2In detail, the false positive rate claimed by each antivirus checking engines is less than 5%. When they all label an app as malicious, T-Market takes the app as malicious; else, T-Market manually examines the app. Consequently, the falsely-labeled apps in our training set should not exceed (1 – 95%)^4.
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as to suppress their malicious activities. They usually examine the static configurations of the Android system, the dynamic time intervals of user inputs, and the sensor data of the user device to identify the existence of emulators. To prevent such detections, we make fourfold improvements to our emulators as follows:

- First, we change the default configurations of emulators, including their identities (IMEI and IMSI), PRODUCT/ MODEL types, and network properties (e.g., the TCP information maintained in /proc/net/tcp).

- Second, we tune the execution parameters throttle and pct-touch of Monkey, which respectively control the input interval and the percentage of touch events in all inputs, to make the generated UI events look more realistic. Specifically, throttle is set to 500 ms (the average interval of human inputs), and pct-touch is set within 50%~80% according to the app type, since touch events usually dominate common users’ daily inputs.

- Third, we replay traces of sensor data (e.g., accelerometer, gyroscope) collected from a number of real smartphones on our emulators to improve their authenticity [19].

- Finally, we obfuscate the relevant libraries of Xposed and change the return values of certain methods (for instance, getInstalledApplications) of the very important PackageManager class, so that the studied apps can hardly detect the existence of Xposed.

In order to quantify the effect of our enhanced emulation environment, we construct a controlled experiment with the same sample set of apps running on top of real Android devices (Google Nexus 6), the original emulator, and our enhanced emulator. Specifically, we run an unbiased subset (1%) of our dataset (the ~500K apps) in the three environments. We observe that on the original emulator only 86.6% of apps invoke the same number of APIs as they invoke on the real Android devices, while on our enhanced emulator as many as 98.6% of apps invoke the same number of APIs as on the real Android devices. The remainder (1.4%) invoke fewer APIs due to their requirement of real-time data from special sensors (e.g., microphone), which currently cannot be generated by our emulation environment. This demonstrates the efficacy of our improvements to the app emulation environment.

**UI exploration methodology.** Our dynamic analysis engine needs to achieve a high UI coverage to emulate as many user activities as possible. Initially, we used Activity coverage as the main metric of UI coverage [27], as each Android app specifies its possible Activity objects in its configuration file (AndroidManifest.xml). Nonetheless, this metric is overly pessimistic because it takes into account some Activities that are not actually referenced by the code.

Hence, to figure out the ratio of specified Activities that are actually referenced by an Android app, we write a script to automatically scan the configuration file and the code of each non-obfuscated APK in our dataset. The scanning results indicate that on average, only 88% of specified Activities are actually referenced. Furthermore, we define a more accurate metric, Referred Activity Coverage (RAC), to quantify the UI coverage. RAC is the ratio between the number of detected (actually used) Activities during an app’s emulation and the number of app’s referenced Activities.

The actually used Activities during an app’s emulation can be detected by Xposed [32]. Quantitatively, we find that executing ~100K Monkey events can achieve almost 86% RAC on average – executing more Monkey events can hardly increase the RAC. However, it requires 2,142 seconds (35.7 minutes) on average to execute 100K Monkey events. Such a long emulation time is unacceptably long to both app store operators and developers in practice (considering that Google Bouncer only requires less than 5 minutes to analyze each app submission [26]). To address this problem, we need to carefully balance the effectiveness (in terms of RAC) and the efficiency (in terms of emulation time).

Figure 1 shows the average RAC achieved with increasing number of Monkey events. In detail, we notice that as the emulation time increases, the average RAC quickly increases...
to 76.5% within 126 seconds on average. Afterwards, the increase is rather flat— even spending ~250 seconds to generate 10K Monkey events merely increases the RAC by 1.5% on average. As a result, we choose to run the emulation for 126 seconds (= 2.1 minutes, corresponding to 5K Monkey events), so as to achieve a decent RAC (76.5%). In other words, we choose to sacrifice a small fraction (9.5%) of RAC to reduce a large fraction (94%) of the emulation time compared to executing 100K Monkey events.

In addition, Figure 2 depicts how many API invocations occur during the emulation of one app. In general, 5K Monkey events trigger tens of millions of API invocations, i.e., one Monkey event triggers an average of 8,460 API invocations, indicating the intensive usage of APIs when an Android app is running. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 3, when we run an app without tracking any APIs, the time consumption is only 2.1 minutes on average. But when we track the usage of all the ~50K APIs, the time consumption significantly increases to an average of 53.6 minutes due to the overhead of intercepting the huge number of API calls. Obviously, tracking all APIs would be time-wise infeasible. We investigate how to judiciously select a subset of APIs in §4.4.

**Machine learning classification model.** Like most existing work as surveyed in §3, we adopt machine learning to classify an app as malware or non-malware. During the emulation of each app from our dataset, the invocation data of the tracked APIs (API calls’ names and parameters) is logged. We employ One-Hot encoding to convert the log to a feature vector comprising a total of \( n \) bits, where \( n \) is the total number of our tracked APIs. Each bit corresponds to a tracked API— if the API is invoked, the corresponding bit is set as 1; otherwise it is 0. All the feature vectors of our studied apps are used as the training and test sets (which are of course disjoint).

There are three key metrics to evaluate a machine learning model: precision, recall, and training time. The precision and recall are defined as: precision = \( \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \) and recall = \( \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \), where true positive (TP) denotes the number of apps correctly classified as malware, while false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) indicate the number of apps mistakenly identified as malicious and benign, respectively [29].

Following common practices, we calculate the precision and recall to evaluate the malware detection. In total, we use scikit-learn [23] to realize nine mainstream machine learning models (cf. §4.2). In our experiments, the hyperparameters of each model are configured based on our domain knowledge. Further, when evaluating an ML model, we adopt 10-fold cross-validation to mitigate possible data leakage [24] in the training and testing stages. Here data leakage means that the training set gains access to the test set, i.e., identical or similar data exist in both sets, thus leading to exaggerated evaluation results. Compared to a single random train/test split, 10-fold cross-validation enables us to obtain less biased results by training and testing the model with several different train/test splits. Meanwhile, for each iteration of the cross-validation, we remove duplicate feature vectors in the training and test sets from the test set. Additionally, we examine the percentage of cloned apps (i.e., apps having the same package names but different MD5 hash codes, which could also lead to data leakage) in the training and test sets, and find it to be fairly small (<1%). The concrete model configurations are released at https://apichecker.github.io/.

**4.3 Understanding Tradeoffs for API Selection**

We use the above dynamic analysis engine to evaluate the tradeoff between API (feature) selection and malware detection time/detection accuracy. First, we rank all the ~50K APIs by their correlations with the malice of apps [30]. Next, we acquire a series of insights with regard to the analysis time, ML-based classification model, malware detection accuracy, and API selection strategies.

**APIs’ correlations with the malice of apps.** The correlation between an API and the malice of apps is an objective metric of statistical measurements [35]. In this paper, we utilize the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (SRC [30]) to evaluate the statistical correlation. Using our dynamic analysis results, we calculate the SRC value of each API with the malice of apps, and all the extracted APIs are ranked by
their SRC values in descending order in Figure 4. We find there are 247 APIs whose $SRC \geq 0.2$, and 2,536 APIs whose $SRC \leq -0.2$. Note that when $|SRC|$ of a feature is smaller than 0.2, it is considered to have a very weak or no relationship with the malice of apps [36]; in other words, when $|SRC| \geq 0.2$, the correlation is considered non-trivial.

Among the above 247 APIs whose $SRC$ is greater than 0.2, we find that some of them are correlated with each other with regard to certain apps, thereby being somewhat redundant when used to analyze these apps. Nevertheless, these APIs often complement each other in terms of functionality rather than being mutually replaceable. Thus, they are in fact beneficial and necessary to our analysis. Moreover, as we carefully examine the 2,536 APIs whose $SRC$ is smaller than $-0.2$, we notice that most of them are seldom invoked by the apps in our dataset. Here we empirically take seldom as being invoked by fewer than 0.1% apps in our dataset. Using these infrequently invoked APIs as features may bring over-fitting problems to machine learning, and thus we have to neglect these APIs when conducting API selection. On the other hand, we do observe that 13 APIs whose $SRC \leq -0.2$ are frequently invoked by most apps to perform common Android operations like file I/O; such APIs are still taken into account in our analysis.

In detail, Figure 5 shows the top-1K framework APIs that are not seldom invoked in terms of their $|SRC|$s with the malice of apps. From the figure we find there are 260 APIs (247 APIs with $SRC \geq 0.2$ and 13 APIs with $SRC \leq -0.2$, referred to as Set-C) that possess a non-trivial [SRC].

**Analysis time.** Figure 6 shows the relationship between the number of tracked APIs ($n$) and the analysis time ($t$), when we prioritize tracking highly correlated APIs (with the malice of apps) that are not seldom invoked.

To understand the statistical relationship demonstrated in Figure 6, we propose a complex tri-modal distribution and find it can fit the data well. Concretely, $t$ first linearly grows with $n$ when $n \in [1, 800)$, with the associated APIs being used with moderate frequency, more likely by malware due to their high SRCs. Then, $t$ polynomially grows when $n \in [800, 1K]$ due to the enrollment of APIs which are heavily used by both malware and non-malware, and therefore they are less expressive in terms of characterizing malicious behaviors. Finally, $t$ logarithmically grows when $n > 1K$ because the newly added APIs have low invocation frequencies. We use the following tri-modal distribution to fit $t(n)$:

$$t = \begin{cases} 
  a_1 \cdot n + b_1, & n \in [1, 800); \\
  a_2 \cdot n^{b_2}, & n \in [800, 1K]; \\
  a_3 \cdot \log(n) + b_3, & n > 1K. 
\end{cases}$$

where $a_1 = 0.006$, $b_1 = 2.06$, $a_2 = 10^{-9}$, $b_2 = 3.44$, $a_3 = 6.4$, and $b_3 = -43.36$. Also, we adopt the coefficient of determination [34] (denoted as $R^2$, ranging from 0 to 1) to measure the closeness between the measured data and the three fitting equations. We calculate $R^2_1 = 0.96$, $R^2_2 = 0.99$, and $R^2_3 = 0.99$, which are very close to 1.0 (the perfect fitting).

The above result indicates that the relationship between APIs’ SRC and their invocation frequency (and thus the incurred dynamic analysis overhead) is rather complex. Quantitatively understanding it helps better balance the tradeoff between analysis time and detection accuracy. Regarding the former, Figure 6 indicates that with our dynamic analysis engine, up the top-490 APIs can be tracked to achieve an average detection time of less than 5 minutes per app. We explore the latter (the accuracy dimension) shortly.

**Machine learning models.** We evaluate the impact of the nine machine learning models introduced in §4.2, assuming all 50K APIs are tracked. The performance and overhead of each classifier are listed in Table 2. We find that these classifiers exhibit significant differences in terms of precision, recall, and in particular training time; however, no single classifier achieves the best in all the three key metrics. Therefore, we choose to adopt the classifier that makes the best balance among the three metrics, i.e., Random Forest, which yields the best precision, the better recall, and acceptable training time. In addition, RF is also known to have a good generalization ability [28]. As a matter of fact, when we only track top-1K or top-490 APIs (refer to Figure 6) to collect data, our best choice is still the random forest classifier.
Malware detection accuracy. Tracking all the 50K APIs, despite being the most time-consuming, is supposed to produce the best accuracy. Figure 7 shows the detection accuracy achieved by tracking the top-n correlated APIs based on the random forest classifier. The precision/recall achieved by tracking 50K APIs, top-1K correlated APIs, and top-490 correlated APIs is 91.6%/90.2%, 94.7%/92.0%, and 96.3%/92.4%, respectively. Somewhat to our surprise, (strategically) tracking fewer APIs can result in better precision and recall than tracking all the 50K APIs. Delving deeper, we find this counter-intuitive observation stems from the fact that most APIs are sparsely or rarely invoked by Android apps, and thus too many features cause over-fitting of the trained model. In other words, tracking fewer APIs can bring benefits in terms of both runtime performance and detection accuracy.

4.4 Key API Selection Strategy

We now detail our principled API selection approach that consists of four steps.

Step 1. Selecting APIs with the highest correlation with malware \(\textbf{Set-C}\). Our analysis in §4.3 indicates that tracking the top-260 highly correlated APIs \(\textbf{Set-C}\) can achieve 93.5% precision and 82.1% recall.

Step 2. Selecting APIs that relate to restrictive permissions \(\textbf{Set-P}\). To protect the privacy/security of user information, an app needs to request permissions before obtaining certain information or fulfilling certain functions [43]. Android permissions are classified into three protection levels [41]: normal, signature, and dangerous. The APIs protected by dangerous-level permissions and those by signature-level permissions are oftentimes relevant to sensitive user data (such as camera, SMS, and location data), which are thus crucial for malware detection. We take advantage of the Axplorer [12] and PScout [13] tools to select the APIs related to restrictive permissions, and we get a total of 112 APIs (referred to as \(\textbf{Set-P}\)). By solely tracking the 112 APIs, we achieve 95.1% precision but rather low (71.3%) recall.

Step 3. Selecting APIs that perform sensitive operations \(\textbf{Set-S}\). The third strategy selects APIs that perform sensitive operations. Different from permissions, there is no “official” definition of sensitive operations. Based on previous work, we find five categories of sensitive operations commonly exploited for conducting attacks: (1) APIs that can lead to privilege escalation, e.g., shell command execution APIs [25], (2) APIs for database operations and file read/write, which are commonly used in privacy leakage attacks [14], (3) APIs operating on key Android components, e.g., those for creating an Android window or overlay, which are used in attacks such as Activity hijacking [10], (4) cryptographic operation APIs, which are commonly used in ransomware attacks [48], and (5) APIs for dynamic code loading, which can load malicious payloads at runtime and perform attacks such as update attack [25]. Based on our domain knowledge, we identify 70 APIs (referred to as \(\textbf{Set-S}\)) that are relevant to the above sensitive operations. By solely tracking these 70 APIs, we achieve 95% precision but poor (70.1%) recall for malware detection.

Step 4. Combining the above. The last step is combining the above strategies, i.e., \(\textbf{Set-P}\)\(\cup\textbf{Set-S}\)\(\cup\textbf{Set-C}\), leading to a total of 426 key APIs. Intuitively, doing so jointly considers both the statistical observations of the data and adversaries’ general intentions based on domain knowledge. Note that only 16 overlapped APIs exist among the three sets as shown in Figure 8, indicating that the three sets tend to be orthogonal.

Figure 9 shows that when we only track the 426 key APIs, the per-app time consumption becomes 4.3 minutes on average, which is much shorter than 53.6 minutes (the average time consumption when we track all the 50K APIs), and close to 2.1 minutes (the average time consumption when we do not track any APIs), on our dynamic analysis engine. In §5.1, we will further reduce this detection time by engineering the underlying dynamic analysis engine.

Further, we evaluate the precision and recall of malware detection using the 426 key APIs with the nine mainstream classifiers. As listed in Table 2, random forest still exhibits the highest precision (96.8%) and recall (93.7%), and its training (14.4 seconds) is much faster than that of the more complex classifiers (such as DNN and SVM). In comparison, solely tracking the top-426 highly correlated APIs (extending \(\textbf{Set-C}\), also using random forest) results in 95.2% precision.
and 90.6% recall, as shown in Figure 7. This confirms that the hybrid strategy is better than an individual strategy.

It is worth noting that our selected 426 key APIs might not be the optimal set of APIs with the highest detection accuracy. We do not exhaustively search for such an “optimality” due to the unacceptably large search space. Nevertheless, our proposed API selection strategy is easy to execute, and demonstrates good results in our real-world deployment ($\S$5.2).

4.5 Further Enriching the Feature Space

By examining the dynamic analysis results of ~500K apps, we notice that purely relying on framework APIs to detect malware is inherently limited: an attacker can bypass certain key API invocations by other mechanisms. In practice, two alternative methods can trigger the action of a given framework API without explicitly invoking it: (1) internal/hidden APIs, which can be triggered using special methods such as Java reflection, (2) intents, a key IPC mechanism of Android, which can help an app request another app/service to perform sensitive actions on behalf of it, as well as to monitor/intercept system-level events or broadcasts [16]. We observe that both cases are actively exploited to hide the usage of certain APIs by malicious apps. Hence, these “concealed” API invocations become hidden features that deserve further explorations.

Fortunately, we find that this limitation can be effectively mitigated without incurring any dynamic analysis overhead. Specifically, we add two auxiliary features to help unveil concealed API invocations: the requested permissions and the used intents. Note that the requested permissions are prerequisites of invoking internal/hidden APIs – to our knowledge there is no way for the application to bypass it [16]. The two auxiliary features can be collected by analyzing the app metadata and the parameters of the intent-related framework APIs that are already tracked in $\text{sett-S}$. Specifically, we add one feature per permission/intent to the existing feature vector.

Figure 10 shows that combining permissions and the 426 key APIs (“$A+P$”) can increase the recall from 93.7% to 96.5%, while combining intents and the 426 key APIs (“$A+I$”) can increase the recall to 94.8%. Interestingly, using permissions and intents alone (“$P+I$”) can also achieve sound performance (97.5% precision and 94.6% recall), implying that these two mechanisms are heavily used by today’s Android malware. Finally, in comparison to purely using the 426 key APIs (“$A’$”), jointly leveraging all three feature categories (“$A+P+I$”) achieves the best performance, i.e., increasing the precision from 96.8% to 98.6%, recall from 93.7% to 96.7%, and $F_1$-score from 95.2% to 97.6%. Here $F_1$-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall: $2 \times \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}$.

5 System Development

Guided by our above study results in $\S$4, we implement and deploy the APICHECKER system to automatically detect malicious apps submitted to T-Market. In $\S$5.1 we introduce our optimization to the emulation environment for more efficient dynamic analysis. Then we present the deployment of APICHECKER and its “in-the-wild” performance in $\S$5.2. We discuss some other practical aspects of the system in $\S$5.4.

5.1 Emulation Environment Optimization

Having derived the desired features, we shift our focus to enhancing the runtime performance of APICHECKER. To begin with, we notice that the default Google Android device emulator [5] has suboptimal performance due to its heavyweight, full-system emulation built on top of QEMU [11]. This may not be an issue for performing in-lab analysis as we did in $\S$4. However, in a real-world production environment where a large number of apps need to be examined at scale, a long detection delay may negatively affect the experiences and incentives of app developers, as well as increase the infrastructural cost of app market operators.

In Figure 9 we notice that for 30% apps, our original dynamic analysis engine (§4.2) requires more than 5 minutes, a typical turnaround time of Google Bouncer [26], to scan each of them. To boost the scanning performance, in addition to various optimizations introduced in §4 at the detection engine level, we make system-level optimizations to the underlying emulation environment. We architect a lightweight emulation system that efficiently runs the Android OS and apps on powerful commodity x86 servers. First, as for the Android OS we use Android-x86 [21], an open-source x86 port of the original ARM-based Android OS. As a result, the OS-level performance degradation caused by the ISA gap between ARM and x86 is mostly avoided. Meanwhile, to support apps that use Android’s native libraries, we utilize the state-of-the-art dynamic binary translation framework developed by Intel (Houdini [22]) to translate the apps’ ARM instructions into x86 instructions, given that most native libraries in Android are based on ARM ISA instead of x86 [47].

Our lightweight Android emulator works with Monkey and the Xposed hooking tool, and runs on top of a physical x86 server with a 5x4-core Xeon CPU @ 2.50 GHz and 256-GB DDR memory. To fully utilize the hardware resources, we run multiple emulators in parallel on the server, with each emulator bound to a CPU core. In detail, 16 emulators run on 16 cores concurrently, and the remaining 4 cores are used for task scheduling, status monitoring, and information logging.

Although our lightweight analysis engine substantially outpaces our original engine, its compatibility to Android apps slightly decreases. By customizing the SystemServer service in Android-x86, once an app hangs or crashes during the emulation process, an exception message will be automatically reported to the 4 cores (among the 20 cores on the physical server) used for task scheduling, status monitoring, and information logging. From the collected reports, we observe that a very small portion (< 1%) of apps cannot run successfully on the lightweight engine, mainly because of the compatibility issues stemming from Android-x86 and
Intel Houdini. For these incompatible apps, we roll back to the default Google Android emulator to successfully analyze them. This apparently takes longer analysis time, but ensures the reliability of APICHECKER—all submitted apps can be tested on our production system.

The above custom infrastructure enables APICHECKER to analyze apps much more efficiently, saving around 70% of the detection time compared to using the default Google Android emulator under the same hardware and detection engine configurations without any detection accuracy loss (we have taken into account the time cost of dealing with the incompatible apps). We evaluate the per-app dynamic analysis time using the default Google Android emulator and our lightweight emulator on the same physical x86 server. Here we only track 426 key APIs. Figure 11 shows that on the same server, our lightweight emulator considerably saves the analysis time per app. The average analysis time per-app is as short as 1.3 minutes, compared to 4.3 minutes of the Google Android emulator.

5.2 System Deployment and Performance

We apply the optimized emulator to APICHECKER and evaluate its performance in T-Market. In particular, we discover a handful of key features play a more important role and discuss them in detail. Moreover, accompanying the emergence of new apps and the upgrade of Android SDK, the selected set of key APIs requires continuous evolution, which prompts us to periodically update our detection model.

Integration to a real app market. APICHECKER was deployed at T-Market and has been running since March 2018. It checks around 10K apps per day using a single commodity server with 16 emulators running concurrently on 16 cores (refer to §4.2 and §5.1 for the detailed hardware/software configurations).

Specifically, it takes an app’s APK file as input, and then installs it on an idle Android emulator. Next, APICHECKER executes the app and meanwhile logs a wide range of information as its features (§4). Finally, the random forest classifier determines the malware of the app based on the feature vector. The overall process costs 1.92 minutes on average where the app security analysis consumes 1.4 minutes. In the subsequent 12 months (from March 2018 to February 2019), APICHECKER detected around 2.4K suspicious apps every month. To evaluate the detection accuracy of APICHECKER in the production environment, we inspect submitted apps based on other components in T-Market’s app review process (the signature-based preliminary detection, T-Market’s manual inspection based on users’ and developers’ feedback, see §2) as well as our own manual examination. This inspection process can ensure very high precision and recall but involves high manual efforts. The results indicate that over the 12 months, the per-month precision is over 98% (min: 98.5%, max: 99.0%) and the recall is over 96% (min: 96.5%, max: 97.0%), as shown in Figure 12.

As mentioned in §4.1, T-Market has a sophisticated app review process with very high precision and recall. This gives us the ability to deeply understand the <2% false positive and <4% false negative incurred by APICHECKER. First, we find that the 2% false positive (apps) have all used quite a few top-ranking features exemplified in Figure 13. In other words, these apps look similar to malicious apps in terms of API, permission, and/or intent usage. Specifically, among the ∼10K apps submitted to T-Market per day, there are on average 800 apps flagged as malicious by APICHECKER. Among them, usually more than 90% are updated apps that can be quickly vetted based on their previous versions. Hence, seeking out the false positives only requires manual inspection on fewer than 80 apps on average, incurring an acceptable overhead to T-Market. Consequently, we choose to actively avoid the false positive apps by manual work every day. In contrast, the 4% false negative reported by users have seldom used the top-ranking features. We manually inspect the detection logs, and find that most (87%) of the false negative apps barely use the 426 key APIs we track. In fact, these apps usually have fairly simple functionalities such as displaying advertisements or accessing certain websites, which are commonly considered
to be “mild” security threats to end users. Consequently, we choose to passively mitigate the false negative apps when receiving users’ complaints upon specific apps.

**Important features.** Among all the key features we extracted from the dataset of ~500K apps, we asked which features play the most important roles in malware detection. In Figure 13 we list the Gini [8] indices of the top-20 most important features, including 7 key APIs, 8 requested permissions, and 5 used intents. Here we use the Gini index to quantify the importance of the features due to its suitability for our trained random forest model. In terms of functionality, these 20 key features can be classified into three categories:

- Attempting to acquire privacy-sensitive information of user devices such as SMS message (e.g., the `SmsManager_sendTextMessage` API3), phone number (e.g., the `TelephonyManager_getLine1Number` permission), and MAC address (e.g., the `WifiInfo_getMacAddress` API).
- Tracking or intercepting system-level events such as critical activities of devices (e.g., the `ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED` permission), changes of network status (e.g., the `wifi.STATE_CHANGE` intent), and granting privileges (e.g., the `DEVICE_ADMIN_ENABLED` intent).
- Enabling certain types of attacks such as overlay-based attacks [45] (e.g., requiring the `SYSTEM_ALERT_WINDOW` permission to launch “cloak and dagger” attacks [17]).

![Figure 13. Top-ranking important features for API-based Android malware detection.](image)

3. Here we use the short alias `SmsManager_sendTextMessage` to represent the actual API name `android.telephony.SmsManager.sendTextMessage`. We also use short aliases for other mentioned APIs.

5.3 System Evolution

During the APICHECKER’s operation, we note that it is necessary to periodically update our selected set of key APIs; accordingly, the total number of key APIs is not constant (initially it was 426). This is because new apps are continuously added into T-Market’s database, and the entire API base also evolves as Android SDK is updated every several months.

Currently, the period of our updating the key APIs (and retraining the classification model) is empirically configured as one month. The retraining dataset consists of the original dataset acquired from T-Market (§4.1) and the subsequent new apps submitted to T-Market. The malicious labels of new apps are flagged by both APICHECKER and manual inspection, bearing no false positives while a small number of false negatives. Moreover, our methodology of selecting the key APIs stays unchanged as described in §4.4.

Figure 14 shows that from March 2018 to February 2019, the number of our selected key APIs only slightly fluctuates between 425 and 432. Hence, the per-app detection time remains stable over the 12 months of deployment. Note that this retraining process is taken into account in Figure 12 where we report the online results. As shown, changes in the key API set only bring mild impacts on the online detection precision, recall, and F1-score, which are 98.5%–99.8%, 96.5%–96.9%, and 97.5%–97.9%, respectively. Overall, the above results indicate that APICHECKER is robust to API evolution.

5.4 Discussion on Other Aspects

During the operation and maintenance of APICHECKER, we have also acquired insights or experiences on other aspects of the system, such as its robustness to possible knowledgeable attackers in the future, its applicability to other app markets who do not wish to implement our customized infrastructure, and its extensibility to other app markets.

**How robust is APICHECKER to sophisticated attackers?**

We write a script to scan the source code of Android SDK (level 27) to know the actual coverage of our selected key APIs. We find that although the 426 key APIs take a tiny portion (0.85%) in the 50K framework APIs, there are 4,816 other APIs (9.6%) whose implementation relies on them (i.e., the internal realization of these 4,816 APIs use the 426 key APIs), thus adding up to 5,242 (10.5%) APIs. Consequently, if knowledgeable attackers want to evade our detection by adapting the usage of APIs, they will have to “reimplement” a considerable number of APIs with the same functions to replace the concerned framework APIs and meanwhile carefully avoid the usage of our added auxiliary features (§4.5). This is highly difficult and tedious, if not impossible. A more practical approach for attackers is to use Android NDK. But it also raises the bar of malware development. Also, heavy usage of NDK for common features itself is an indicator of potential malicious behaviors.

**Can we further reduce the key API set?** API selection is known to be crucial to the tradeoffs among detection accuracy, analysis time, and system resource consumption. Figure 15 shows that among the 426 key APIs, the majority have a relatively small impact on the detection accuracy, but a large impact on the analysis time (see Figure 6). In Figure 15, the
results make us wonder if we can further use small detection accuracy loss to trade for large detection time improvement. We find that APICHECKER using only the top-150 high-ranking key APIs can achieve similar detection performance (98.3% precision and 96.6% recall) compared to that using all 426 key APIs (98.6% precision and 96.7% recall), while the analysis time per app is considerably reduced to 2.5 minutes on average, as shown in Figure 16. This makes it feasible to run Google’s Android emulator on even low-end PCs or VM instances for timely malware detection.

Can APICHECKER be used by other app markets? It is not difficult to apply our methodology to other app stores, as it only requires the APK files and some ground-truth data for training purposes. In addition, large app markets can possibly distribute their trained models to smaller markets, who thus do not need to train their own models. Besides, APICHECKER only uses mature program analysis and machine learning techniques, which are easy to implement, deploy, and maintain.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Machine learning (ML)-based mobile malware detection has been promising in the last decade. Nonetheless, till now we have not seen its realistic solutions for large-scale app markets, which are pivotal to the success of today’s mobile ecosystem. In order to figure out and overcome the real-world challenges, we collaborate with a major Android app market to implement, deploy, and maintain an effective and efficient ML-powered malware detection system. It detects Android malware by examining their run-time usage of a small set of strategically selected APIs, enhanced by additional features such as the requested permissions and the used intents. It has been operational at our collaborated market for over one year with several system-level optimizations, such as our customized fast emulation engine, automated model evolution, and affordable false positive/negative mitigation. We hope our measurement findings, mechanism designs, deployment experience, and data release will contribute to the community.

In the future, we plan to explore potential opportunities to further improve our work. First, we note that the UI coverage of Monkey could be a bottleneck of our detection due to its critical impact on feature extraction. To make our automated UI exploration mechanism more robust and effective, we wish to incorporate sophisticated software testing techniques such as fuzzing. Moreover, in our current design we leverage a bit vector to encode extracted features, which is lightweight and efficient in practice, but could lose certain feature information (e.g., API invocation frequency) and lead to over-fitting. Therefore, we would like to experiment with other encoding techniques such as histogram that are able to retain more abundant feature information.
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